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How To Build Administrative Capacity For CSOs?
Organizations need to establish a structure and an effective functioning system which is suitable for their objectives.
A few basic elements need to be handled both when building the structure and developing it according to changing
needs. These include organizational management, human resource management, volunteer management,
organizational memory, communication & fundraising & risk management plans, and monitoring & evaluation. These
elements can be restructured according to the up-to-date circumstances, the diversified opportunities, the needs of
the organization and the ecosystem in which it is located.

Organizational Management
Organizational management system is first established by creating an aim, objective, activity, operation and
administration model by considering what an organization exists for.
Vision and Mission: The vision that defines the ideal that the organization wants to achieve in the long term, and the
mission in which the organization explains its own reason for being in this vision, should be clearly demonstrated.
These two definitions are intertwined with all the structural elements that the organizations will form later.
Principles, Values and Standards: The principles and values that the organization sets out, and standards it adopts
are another fundamental element that will be reflected in its own functioning. The organization may set forth its
principles and standards during its establishment and may need to update them afterwards.
Strategic Planning: Targets and activities that are in line
with the vision and mission of the organization built at the
foundation stage and may be updated in the future. “How
to” implement the activities is one of the organizational
management questions. Conducting organizational
activities in line with time-bound plans which are created
through strategic planning steps would be a systematic
approach to organizational objectives. The organization
should set up various indicators to measure whether
the objectives and activities have been achieved which
comply with the organizations’ strategic plans.
Organization Functioning: There are many different organizational functioning models. These models may be
legally defined (as association, foundation, cooperative, etc.) and may be one of the preferred models in line with
the principles of the organization. Organizations may prefer hybrid models that are vertical (hierarchical), horizontal
(participatory and democratic) or a mixture of the two to varying degrees. An organization chart can be created to
provide a schematic information regarding the locations of the defined positions within the organization.
Legal and Administrative Obligations: There laws to regulate the structure and functioning of organizations. These
laws impose certain administrative and financial obligations and restrictions. For example, the financial audit reports
that associations should have, or financial reports that foundations should prepare, are determined by law.

Financial Management
One of the priority areas in the administration of organizations is financial management. Ensuring reliable financial
functioning is possible by establishing the right financial systems. Organizations should first make financial
sustainability plans and establish the infrastructure in which they can manage their income and expenses within the
framework of these plans.
Accounting and Budget Tracking: Accounting is an area of expert. Institutions may obtain external accounting
services or create their own internal accounting units. In both cases, organization management is responsible for
monitoring of accounting. Weekly, monthly and annual follow-up of income and expenses is necessary for the
organization to determine its resource needs, fulfil its financial obligations and at the same time be transparent and
accountable.
Financial Procedures: Organizations need many procedures to manage their financial affairs. Cash advance
procedure, expenditure procedure, purchasing procedure are some of them.

Human Resource Management
Since the working area of civil society organizations is social issues,
human resources should be formed in a way to meet this need. One of the
principles to be considered in the management of human resources is to
provide a management approach that does not contradict the purpose of
the organization.
Human Resources Procedure: The human resources procedure consists
of many rules that concerns the employees of the organization, from
recruitment criteria to worker rights. Procedure is established by considering
the factors such as the needs of the organization, the characteristics of the
human resources, job descriptions and job conditions.
Development and Monitoring: It is important to determine the human resources correctly as well as to canalize
them correctly. The areas of development that the employees need should be identified, and employees should be
supported by the tools such as training, mentoring, domestic and overseas study visits, etc. Supervision support
should be provided especially for people working on sensitive social issues such as migration, violence, trauma and
addiction.

Volunteer Management
A significant number of civil society organizations work with volunteers.
In some organizations, the volume of volunteers is quite large and spread
to different cities. Some organizations are solely work with volunteers
and may not have any professional employees. In any case, there is a
need for a volunteer policy and criteria that define the framework of
the relationship and cooperation between the organization and the
volunteer.
Volunteer Policy: It means answering questions on which target group the organization wants to reach, with which
volunteer profile they want to work, how to reach them, how to communicate them and what they expect from them.
Roles and Responsibilities: Although volunteers contact the organization without a specific obligation, they do this
in exchange for a commitment to undertake certain roles and responsibilities. Volunteers are expected to work in line
with the vision, mission and principles of the organization.
Supports: The organization should plan the support it will provide to volunteers. For example, supports such as
orientation of the organization, various thematic trainings, or mentoring and supervision can be defined for each
volunteer.

Organizational Memory
Memory is the most important component that carries the
organization from the past to the future. Establishing the
organizational memory contributes to the transfer of accumulated
knowledge and the development of the organization in the
light of this accumulation. At the same time, the change that
the organization has gone through over the years is seen, the
products and services it creates are stored, and the relationships it
establishes are classified.
Memory Procedure: Establishing a procedure on how and
where to store the memory serves to avoid loss of large pool of
information. Rules such as archiving procedure, storage procedure
can be established. This procedure should also determine which
information in memory can be accessed by whom.
Archive and Storage: Physical and virtual platforms are needed for archive and storage. For example, it would be
good to ensure that the publications and materials of the organization are stored in physical storages and accessible
in digital media. Thus, they are easily accessible when needed from both channels.

Risk Management
The organization should plan against the various financial, administrative and political risks that it may face. The
organization's ability to define predictable risks and measures, and prepare its budget accordingly allows it to manage
risks. In this way, the organization can overcome the risks with minimum damage and cost.

Monitoring & Evaluation
The organization should systematically collect information about its work, periodically analyse the information
it collects and thus determine the stage of the organization in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, efficiency and
sustainability. Measuring the impact of the organization demonstrates how much it has achieved its objectives.
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